Howard County Author Collection Donation

Today many authors are choosing to publish their works themselves. At HCLS, we recognize local literary and creative efforts and provide Howard County authors with the opportunity to share their work with other county residents through the Howard County Author Collection. For a title to be included in the Howard County Author Collection, the author must currently reside or work in Howard County and the author is willing to donate one copy of the title for their local branch. (If an author wishes, they may donate additional copies so that a copy can be placed at other HCLS branches.)

Complete the following information and forward the book together with the form to Materials Management.

Date:

From: ___________________________________________
            Staff Name, Branch Name

Author's Name:_____________________________________________________

Author's email address: _____________________________________________

Author's Address: __________________________________________________

Title:______________________________________________________________

Date of Publication:_________________________________________________

No of Copies Donated:_______________________________________________

Designated branch[s]:______________________________________________

Place HOLD for author with this library card number:
    _____________________________ with _____ as the pickup location.